
VOXXLIFE'" PRODUCT PRICE GUIDE 2019

VOXXSTASIS I ATHLETIC SOCKS 

Voxxlife Athletic Stasis Socks will take your athletic performance to new 
levels. With the best finish and greatest feel of any socks you have ever 
worn, Voxxlife socks provide an incredible fit along with all performance 
benefits of Voxx HPT. Available in knee-high, crew, mini-crew and no
shows, so you can have the right Stasis socks for any activity. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 0 0 
WHITE GRAY 

- - -
BLACK DARK BLUE RED 

VOXXSTASIS I WELLNESS SOCKS 

Wellness Socks are the most comfortable, seamless, non-binding sock for 
everyday wear. Wellness socks are our most popular style that are great for 
general wear as dress socks and for pain relief. They are diabetic approved, 
with no elastic banding, a seamless toe closure, and a double sole for 
comfort. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 0 - - -
WHITE CHARCOAL BLACK BROWN 

VOXXSTASIS I FASHION WELLNESS SOCKS 

With the same composition and feel as the traditional wellness socks, 
the Fashion Wellness provide a fashion forward option in the extremely 
comfortable VoxxLife Wellness sock design. The Fashion Wellness sock 
styles change on a seasonal basis. Make sure you get your hands on the 
latest styles before they are gone! 

CREW 

MSRP $40 

CREW 

MSRP $40 
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VOXXSTASIS I LINER SOCKS 

Our liners are thin socks that can be worn with or without other socks. 
They are light, breathable and a great option for people who wear 
uniform socks and also want to experience the benefits of Voxx H PT. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 

MINI-CREW CREW 

0 -
WHITE BLACK 

0 - - -
LINEN BLUE BLACK CAFE 

VOXXLUXE I PREMIUM MENS SOCKS 

Look good and feel good for every occasion with our VoxxLuxe premium 
men's dress socks. Featuring mercerised cotton for exceptional coolness 
and comfort. 

MINI-CREW 

MSRP $35 

Every VoxxLuxe premium dress sock provides all the benefits of embedded 
Voxx HPT. Cool and breathable mercerised cotton provides exceptional finish 
and comfort. Longer leg length than our classic Wellness socks. The extra-wide 
cuff helps to keep the sock in place. 

ALL VOXXLIFE SOCKS AND INSOLES COME WITH A 30-DAY GUARANTEE 

CREW 

MSRP $40 

FOR SIZES, STYLES AND AVAILABILITY, PLEASE CHECK ONLINE. 

www.TryTheSocks.com



VOXXPROFILES I INVISIBLE SOCKS 

Like not wearing a sock at all! 
Low-profile - perfect for flats and sneakers. 

Stylish couture 2-pack of the VoxxProfiles are made from an ultra-comfortable 

soft and skin-loving blend of cotton. Enhanced with Voxx HPT for all the wellness 

and performance benefits you expect from a Voxxlife sock. A hand-linked toe for 

ultimate comfort in any shoe and a "Y" heel with anti-slip silicon stripes to help 

keep the heel in place. The perfect marriage of style and function, nature and 

science! 

Note: Product may fit larger. Please pick smaller size if your are in between sizes. 

VOXXTREAD I NON-SLIP SOCKS 

Introducing VoxxTread - the non-slip, wellness house sock. 

All the benefits of the classic Wellness Crew sock with Voxx HPT -

but with the added benefit of a non-slip sole! 

Perfect for lazy Saturday mornings, moving from bedroom to bathroom, 

or just for those rainy days when putting on a pair of shoes indoors seems 

unnecessary. The non-slip sole provides a superior grip and aids in the reduction 

of falls caused by slipping. 

VOXXTERRA I BOOT SOCKS 

VOXXPROFILES 

BLACK/ NUDE 

2-PACK 

MSRP $50 

VOXXPROFILES 

EARTH TONE/ GREY STRIPE 

2-PACK 

VOXXTREAD 

CREW 

MSRP $45 

MSRP $50 

VOXXTERRA 

MID-SIZE BOOT 

MSRP $50 

Finally, a boot sock with all the wellness and performance advantages of Voxx H PT! 

VoxxTerra socks offer outstanding comfort, features and performance for hiking, 
work and all-day wear in a boot or hiking shoe. 

This mid-size boot sock features full-cushion support and comfort, arch support and 
superior moisture wicking for the hard-working majority who spend the day on their 
feet! 

AVAILABLE COLORS: • • • • 
CHARCOAL FOREST PURPLE TEAL 

VOXXTERRA I FASHION BOOT SOCKS 

Voxxlife has come out with fashion boot socks! These socks have the same 
make up as the VoxxTerra boot socks with stylish designs that allow for you to 
enjoy the comfort of the boot sock while remaining fashionable. These socks 
come in limited quantities, make sure you get yours before they are gone! 

ALL VOXXLIFE SOCKS AND INSOLES COME WITH A 30-DAY GUARANTEE 

VOXXTERRA 

FASHION 

MID-SIZE BOOT 

MSRP $50 

FOR SIZES, STYLES AND AVAILABILITY, PLEASE CHECK ONLINE. 

www.TryTheSocks.com



VOXXICONICS I DESIGNER SOCKS 

Introducing the Voxx Iconic Collection 
statement designs for the fashion forward. 

Friends will look ... look again ... then, "Where did you get those 
socks?!" As always - all Voxxlconic socks provide the benefits of 
embedded Voxx H PT. VOXXICONICS 

MSRP $50 

Made with a poly-cotton blended yarn. The polyester adds to the 
strength and wicking of the sock. The cotton provides a softer 
hand and more drape to the fabric. Longer leg length than our 
classic Wellness socks. Extra-wide cuff helps to keep the sock in 
place. Extra padding on the bottom for ultra-comfort. 
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VOXXINSOLES I INSOLES 

VOXXCLASSIC 

Our classic insole is the product that 
brought Voxx HPT to the masses. 
Perfect for your "everyday shoe", 
these can be used while doing day
to-day activities as well as exercise. 
Classic insoles provide a medium 
level of cushioning allowing the 
wearer to comfortably perform a 
range of activities. 

VOXXBELLA & VOXXBELLO I THIN INSOLES 

The Bella & Bello thin insoles offer the perfect combination of 

improved stability, pain relief and all-day energy. 

Available in styles for both men and women, these are thin, light, 
fashionable insoles with all of the advantages of Voxx HPT! 

The men's Bello and women's Bella are designed to fit most shoes -
with an easy, trim-to-fit-design that allows you to get them just right for 
your favorite pair of shoes. Both are available in a black single pack and 
a multi-colored three pack with designs to work with almost any style of 
shoe. Embedded with Voxx HPT, these thin insoles outperform and offer 
more benefits than custom orthotics at a fraction of the price! 

BELLA WOMEN'S THIN INSOLES 

SINGLE PACK - MSRP $40 

BELLO MEN'S THIN INSOLES 

SINGLE PACK - MSRP $40 

3 PACK - MSRP $100 

• 
VOXXBLISS 

Bliss insoles are the most cushioned 
insole that we offer. They are best 
for people that spend all day on their 
feet, or for seniors who would greatly 
benefit from the additional cushioning. 

3 PACK - MSRP $100 

• 
VOXXRUSH 

Rush insoles are perfect for athletic shoes 
and aiding athletic performance. With the 
least amount of cushioning, they allow the 
user to get a good base to push off from 
when changing direction or making hard 
cuts. 

INSOLES SIZE M-L 

MSRP $50 

INSOLES SIZE XL 
(VOXXCLASSIC ONLY) 

MSRP $55 

ALL VOXXLIFE SOCKS AND INSOLES COME WITH A 30-DAY GUARANTEE FOR SIZES, STYLES AND AVAILABILITY, PLEASE CHECK ONLINE. 

www.TryTheSocks.com



Gary Leduc - VoxxLife Independent Associate
Associate # 111118459

(416) 917-0227    |    Gary@TryTheSocks.com
www.TryTheSocks.com



It starts with a special tactile pattern.

eSmartr’s Cognitive Boost Technology™ translates skin 
sensation into neural activity for a drug-free, non-invasive 
approach to feel more connected, less stressed and just a 
lot more mindful.

Mindfulness
made easy.

is now available
at VoxxLife!

Benefits
Wearing the Sleev™™ can lead directly to:

PLAY LONGER
Get in the zone faster. Stay in 

the zone longer. With increased 
attention and memory, 

LEARN FASTER
Unlock your learning potential and 
build confidence through increased 
attention and the ability to retain and 

process information. 

CREATE MORE
Enhance your creative 

development. Naturally optimize 
neural performance with increased 

attention and processing of 
information. 

VIBROTACTILE PATTERN
Activates receptors in the skin to generate signals 
processed by the brain.



HOW DOES IT WORK?

The proprietary Cognitive Boost Technology™ pattern 
embedded in every Sleev™ is designed to optimize neural 
communications. Through vibrotactile stimulation, skin 
receptors are triggered to generate a combination of 
signals. These signals are processed by the cognitive 
networks to allow users to naturally experience their 
passions more fully with focus, clarity and calmness. 
The combination of these signals help streamline the 
cognitive networks, resulting in scientifically-proven 
amplified cognitive abilities.

Gary Leduc - VoxxLife Independent Associate
(416) 917-0227 | Gary@TryTheSocks .com

www.TryTheSocks.com 

| @VoxxLife

The 30-day money back guarantee refund policy will apply for all purchases.

AVAILABLE NOW at:
www.TryTheSocks.com

SCORPION PIRANHA

“For me, I want to be able to experience the rest 
of my life now after the height of my freestyle 
career, but still be successful in different 
avenues.”

“It looks like I’ve gone from crazy congestion to 
free-flowing roads. And it kind of feels like that 
mentally. I definitely feel a little bit more relaxed 
with it on.”

“I knew that I wanted to pursue a career in the 
health and fitness industry, but I wanted to be 
unique and innovative and do it in my own way.”

“It can become really overwhelming… 
being inundated with so many things going on 
throughout your day. And I find with the eSmartr 
Sleev, it helps to detox that clutter that’s going 
on in your head.”

ROBBIE
MADDISON
Motorbike Stunt Rider

KIRSTY
DUNNE
Fitness Instructor
Lifestyle Coach

Not Sold In Stores



Introducing the newest addition
to our VoxxTherapy™ product line:

the VoxxTherapy Knee Brace.



KNEE SUPPORT S IZ ING CHART

30˚

A

B

13 cm

13 cm30˚

A

B

5”

5”

•  In order to take the circumference measurement for
“A” – “Lower Leg”, start at the middle of the knee and measure
5 inches down the leg and then measure the circumference. 
This is the lower cu� of the Knee Support.

• In order to take the circumference measurement for
“B” – “Upper Leg”, start at the middle of the knee and measure
5 inches up the leg and then measure the circumference.
This is the upper cu� of the Knee Support.

• RELAXED refers to the Knee Support’s measurement when it is 
not being stretched or the minimal size of the Knee Support’s 
circumference.

• EXTENDED refers to the Knee Support’s measurement when 
it is stretched or the maximum size of the Knee Support’s 
circumference.

• Make sure to measure next to bare skin.

• Relaxed and Extended measurements are the range for each 
size of the Knee Support, make sure you fit comfortably within 
the range. The Knee Support needs to be a snug fit but you 
want to make sure it is comfortable.

MEASURING GUIDELINES

Size (Inches) Length
LOWER LEG MEASUREMENT UPPER LEG MEASUREMENT

Relaxed Extended Relaxed Extended
Small 10.6”

Medium 10.6”
Large 10.6”

X- Large 10.6”
2X - Large 10.6”

10”
11”
12”

12.5”
14”

17.5”
19”
20”
21”
23”

11.5”
12”
13”
14”
15”

20”
20.5”
22”
24”
26”

A B

• E�ective in managing knee 
pain caused by activities that 
put pressure on your knees. 
  
• Supports muscular recovery
by assisting in reducing 
inflammation and sti�ness.

• Provides a heating e�ect
for muscular recovery.

• Breathable fabrics provide 
ergonomic support.

• Suitable for all activities that put stress to
the joints like running, basketball, soccer, football, 
golf, cycling, tennis, hiking, volleyball, skiing and 
much more.

This is a brace designed to support the knee 
joint while providing ergonomic protection and 
comfort during physical activity. Amazing for 
hiking, running, golf, tennis, skiing – just about 
any physical activity you can think of! Voxx 
Therapy Knee Supports are also embedded 
with our proprietary Human Performance 
Technology™. Already, users are reporting 
increased strength and energy with minimized 
pain during sports games and physical activity. 

Voxx HPT is a proprietary pattern
of neuro-receptor activation 
points called neuro-points. With 
Voxx HPT, users of the product 

realize increased overall muscular strength, 
better balance, and improved flexibility and 
stamina.

K N E E  S U P P O R T  W I T H  V O X X  H P T
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